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Comment on ‘‘Vacuum electron acceleration by coherent dipole radiation’’
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Troha et al. @Phys. Rev. E60, 926 ~1999!# put forward a generalized Lawson-Woodward theorem in the
study of laser accelerations. We point out that one of the assumptions used in their proof does not stand on a
solid physical ground and that it is possible for electrons to obtain net energy gains from a plane-wave laser
pulse in vacuum even if the radiation reaction effects are neglected.
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Whether an electron can be accelerated by lasers
vacuum has been discussed for decades@1–6#. According to
the Lawson-Woodward~LW! theorem, an electron can nev
obtain a net energy gain from a plane wave field under c
tain conditions, which have been summarized by Esare
@7# to be:

~i! the laser field is in vacuum with no walls or boundari
present,

~ii ! the electron is highly relativistic (v.c) along the ac-
celeration path,

~iii ! no static or magnetic fields are present,
~iv! the region of interaction is infinite,
~v! the force2evW 3BW is neglected.
Therefore, to achieve a nonzero energy gain by using

ser fields in vacuum, one or more of the above assumpt
must be violated. Similar conclusions can also be found
Ref. @5#.

Recently, Trohaet al. @8# put forward a generalized ver
sion of LW, which claims that the electron can get no ene
gain so long as plane waves are considered and the radi
reaction effects are neglected. But one of the assumpt
leading to their conclusion does not stand on a solid phys
ground. For convenience of the discussion, we first rev
the electron dynamics in a plane wave@8#, which propagates
along thez axis with the four-potential,

Am~f!5@w,AW'~f!,Az#, w5Az50, f5kmxm~t!,
~1!

in which t is the proper time andkm5(v,kW ) the four-wave
number. By solving the Newton-Lorentz equation for t
motion of the electron,

dPW

dt
52e~EW 1vW 3BW !, ~2!

we obtain@8#

Pz5g0Fb01
AW'

2 ~f!

2
~11b0!G , ~3!
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2
~11b0!G . ~4!

Then as concluded in Ref.@8#, by using limf→6`
AW '(f)

50, the electron net energy gain is zero from Eq.~4!.
But the condition limf→6`

AW '(f)50 is not a necessary
physical requirement. A more reasonable condition should
limf→6`

EW '(f)50, which however does not lead natural

to limf→6`
AW '(f)50. To see this, we expressAW'(f) by

EW'(f) as follows:

AW'~f!5AW'~2`!2
1

vE2`

f

EW'~f!df. ~5!

As an example, we assume EW'(f)
5E0 exp@2f2/2wf

2 #cosf with wf to be the pulse length in
units of 1/k. Then

AW'~1`!2AW'~2`!52
E0

v
A2pwfe2wf

2/2eW' , ~6!

which is nonzero except thatwf→` or wf50. The maxi-
mum value ofuAW'(1`)2AW'(2`)u occurs whenwf51.
This is just the so-called subcycle laser accelerations, wh
has been put forward by Rauet al. @9# and studied by Cheng
et al. @10#. From here, we can see that it is possible for t
electrons to gain energy from the plane-wave pulses eve
the radiation reaction effects are neglected.

To give a more general consideration of the electron
namics in the plane-waves pulse, we start directly from
electro-magnetic fields,Ex5By5E0f (f)cos(f), instead of
the corresponding four-potential. By solving Eq.~2!, we can
find the energy gain of the electron in units ofmec

2 (me is
the rest mass of the electron! to be

Dg5g2g05
A222AP̃x0

2~g02 P̃z0!
, ~7!

in which P̃x0 and P̃z0 are the electron initial transverse an
longitudinal momentum in units ofmec

2 and
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A5Q0E
2`

1`

f ~f!cos~f1f0!df5Q0 Re„ f̃ ~h!uh51…,

~8!

where Q05eE0 /mevc, f̃ (h) the Fourier component o
f (f) defined as follows:

f̃ ~h!5E
2`

1`

f ~f!eihfdf. ~9!

By inverse Fourier transformations,f (f) can be expresse
as

f ~f!5
1

2pE2`

1`

f̃ ~h!e2 ifhdh. ~10!

Becausef (f) is a real function, the real and imaginary pa
of f̃ (h), i.e., Re„ f̃ (h)… and Im„ f̃ (h)…, must satisfy

E
2`

1`

~Re„ f̃ ~h!…sin~fh!2Im„ f̃ ~h!…cos~fh!dh50.

~11!

To meet the above equation, a natural option is to cho
Im„ f̃ (h)… to be zero and Re„ f̃ (h)… to be symmetric withh
50. Then f (f) is also symmetric with respect tof50 ac-
cording to Eq.~10!.

SinceDg;A2, for the estimation of the magnitude ofA,
we assume thatf (f) varies appreciably over the scale leng
ng
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wf , i.e., we replacef (f) by F(f/wf) in the following.
Then Eq.~8! can be rewritten as„f (f)5F(f/wf)…,

A5Q0E
2`

1`

FS f

wf
Deifdf5wfQ0E

2`

1`

F~x!eiwfxdx.

~12!

Now we consider two limiting cases. One is withwf!1,
from which it can be easily found thatA;wf . The other is
with wf@1. Then if F(x) has no singularities on the rea
axis,A is exponentially small. To see this, assumingx1 to be
the distance from the real axis to the nearest singularity
F(x) in the upper half plane, we may estimate

A;wfe2x1wf ~f1wf@1!. ~13!

If the nth derivative ofF(x), i.e., F (n)(x), has discontinui-
ties atx56a on the real axis while all other lower deriva
tives are continuous, we can find thatA decreases accordin
to a power law, i.e.,A;1/wf

n . To prove this, we write

A5wfQ0F E
2`

a

F~x!eiwfxdx1E
2a

1a

F~x!eiwfxdx

1E
a

1`

F~x!eiwfxdxG , ~14!

and integraten11 times by parts. Then
A'H 2@2 i nQ0 sin~wfa!D„F (n)~a!…#/wf
n ~aÞ0, wf@1!,

2@ i n11Q0D„F (n)~0!…#/wf
n ~a50, wf@1!,

~15!
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where the symmetric property off (f) has been used and

D„F (n)~a!…5 lim
«→0

„F (n)~a1«!2F (n)~a2«!…. ~16!

From the above discussions, we can see whenwf!1 or
wf@1, A will decrease to zero according to different scali
laws. Usually, such transition fromwf!1 to wf@1 happens
whenwf is of unit magnitude@11#. Thus, in order to accel
erate the electrons with plane-wave pulses, it is very ne
sary to use subcycle pulses, or at least some pulses
subcycle properties as discussed in@10#.

In summary, in this Comment, we have pointed out t
the generalized Lawson-Woodward theorem mentioned
Troha et al. @8# does not stand if the basis of the proof
examined more carefully. Therefore, it is possible for el
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ith
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-

trons to obtain net energy gain from plane-wave laser pul
Furthermore, the general electron dynamics is also discu
briefly to show that only subcycle pulses or pulses with s
cycle properties can be used to give the electron a la
energy gains.

Finally, it should be mentioned that such plane-wa
pulse is only an ideal model of the realistic fields. To stu
what will happen when the diffraction effect is included, w
have also built a realistic subcycle pulse model to make
simulations. The results are published in a recent paper.
conclusion is that when the beam width is very wide, t
electron energy gain is very similar to the results gotten
the plane-wave model.

One of the authors, J. X. Wang, expresses his gratitud
the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
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